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Affective states induce physiological changes (temperature, weight tones, speed tones, and illumination tones) in the sensory

experience of the consumer, hence making products with certain sensory attributes more valued than others. These non-conscious

sensory corrections make it more likely for the consumer to return to homeostatic equilibrium.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The author integrates emerging findings in the affective neu-

robiology and physical regulation literatures to propose Affective 
Sensory Regulation, a parsimonious framework to account for 
how consumers use physical sensations as visceral indicators in 
the process of affect regulation, causing them to prefer different 
kinds of products under different states. Using neural theories on 
how physical sensory perception is linked to affective circuits, it is 
proposed that different affective states induce different temperature 
tones, weight tones, speed tones, and brightness tones. First, affec-
tive states can have different temperature tones. Loneliness feels 
cold whereas frustration and anger feel hot; hence consumers under 
these states unconsciously prefer different products with different 
thermoregulatory tones. Second, affective states can have different 
weight tones. Anxiety and guilt feel heavy and relief feels light, 
hence consumers under these states prefer perceptually light soups 
when anxious, whereas consumers prefer rich soups when relieved. 
Third, affective states have different speed tones. Fear and anger 
have fast sensory-motor tones, whereas loneliness and despair have 
slow sensory-motor tones, hence consumers prefer advertising 
materials with different speed tones under different states. Fourth, 
affective states have different brightness tones. Interest has a bright 
tone, whereas pessimism has a dark tone, hence consumers prefer 
bright advertising materials when they are experiencing interest, 
whereas consumers prefer dark advertising materials when they 
are experiencing pessimism. The article also explores under what 
conditions consumers wish to maintain their affective temperature, 
weight, or brightness tones (even when they are aversive), and under 
what conditions consumers wish to change their affective tempera-
ture, weight, or brightness tones (even when they are pleasant). 


